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Marjan Eberlinc, General Manager

Geoplin plinovodi fi nished the fi rst year of operation on 
a high note. On 1 January 2005, in Slovenia system 
operation of the gas transmission grid and trading of 
natural gas were formally separated and have since 
been carried out by separate business entities. In 
accordance with the provisions of the Energy Act, 
the newly established Geoplin’s subsidiary Geoplin 
plinovodi became the designated system operator of 
the gas transmission grid. As part of the deal, Geoplin 
plinovodi also assumed the ownership of the entire gas 
transmission infrastructure in the Republic of Slovenia. 

In 2005 we successfully restructured the 
internal organisation of the company, established 
several new corporate functions, addressed the 
ownership issues in relation to the transfer of the 
gas infrastructure, and set up a new monitoring 
and billing system for the transmission of natural 
gas and provision of ancillary services. 

In addition to dealing with matters of organisational 
nature, however, we also ensured the security and 
stability of the transmission of natural gas. 2,875 
million cubic metres of natural gas in total were 
transmitted for the purposes of the Slovenian as 
well as foreign users of the transmission grid. In 
most respects business performance surpassed 
the forecasts outlined in the business plan, 
resulting in the net profi t of SIT 2.12 billion.

Creating strong ties 

for a prosperous 

present. Building 

foundations for a 

secure future.
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In our new business role as System Operator we 
have established strong working relationships with 
the RS Energy Agency, the Ministry responsible 
for the energy sector, as well as with all the users 
of the gas network. As a result of productive 
cooperation with the government, grid users and 
the public at large, new regulations with relevance 
to the way we operate have been adopted.

At present, the network is very close to being stretched 
to the limit; consequently, we have been working 
on increasing the capacity of the gas transmission 
grid. The project includes the construction of a 
parallel gas pipeline from the Austrian-Slovenian 
border to Vodice on the outskirts of Ljubljana, the 
construction of a compressor station in the vicinity 
of Ajdovščina and the augmentation of the existing 
compressor station in Kidričevo, as well as the 
construction of gas mains to prospective new users 
of the grid. That way we will more than double the 
present capacity of the gas transmission grid.

We are determined to continue an almost 
30-year old tradition of providing a smooth, stable, 
secure, reliable, economic and environmentally 
friendly transmission of natural gas through the gas 
transmission grid for the purposes of the Slovenian 
industry and for general consumption, and from/to 
gas networks of the neighbouring countries. We will 

continue to ensure effi cient, effective, economic and 
accountable management and operation of the system 
and its further augmentation also in the future.
In 2005 Geoplin plinovodi became the designated 
system operator of the gas transmission grid as 
a separate entity with the mission of ensuring 
the transmission of natural gas, looking after 
the augmentation of the transmission grid and 
facilitating future growth of the natural gas 
market. We trust that we have fully satisfi ed the 
expectations of the public on that account.

Our special thanks go to everybody involved in the 
formation of Geoplin plinovodi as System Operator 
of the Slovenian gas transmission grid. A particularly 
important role in the implementation of this demanding 
project was played by the company owners, the 
members of the Supervisory Board and last but not 
least our employees, whose dedication, vision and clearly 
identifi ed values and mission along with the set business 
strategy enabled a smooth transition for system users.

Marjan Eberlinc, General Manager

The total volume of natural gas transmitted for the purposes of Slovenian as well 

as foreign users amounted to 2,875 million cubic metres. Business performance 

exceeded the targets set in the business plan. At year’s end the company reported 

a net profi t of SIT 2.12 billion.

Plans are currently underway for the construction of a parallel gas pipeline from the 

Austrian-Slovenian border to Vodice on the outskirts of Ljubljana, the construction 

of a compressor station in the vicinity of Ajdovščina and the augmentation of the 

existing compressor station in Kidričevo, as well as the construction of gas mains 

to prospective new users of the grid. The implementation of the project will more 

than double the present capacity of the gas transmission grid.
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Nature’s treasure 

chest is our source 

of energy, inspiration 

and commitment to 

ensuring a secure 

and reliable supply of 

natural gas to each 

and every user.
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In line with the provisions of the Slovenian Energy Act 
and the EU Directive concerning the measures to 
safeguard the security of supply of natural gas, Geoplin 
plinovodi is the designated system operator of the 
natural gas transmission grid in Slovenia.

As System Operator, the company is responsible 
for the provision of a secure, reliable, economic and 
environmentally friendly transmission of natural gas 
through the gas transmission grid in the Republic 
of Slovenia, and for the design, development and 
maintenance of the gas network. It is also the owner 
of the entire gas transmission infrastructure on the 
Slovenian territory. Geoplin plinovodi d.o.o. is 100 % 
owned by Geoplin d.o.o. Ljubljana.

Basic details about the gas transmission grid:

= Over 960 km of gas mains

= 213 metering-regulation stations

= Kidričevo compressor station (2 compressor units)

= Mains pressure up to 67 bar

= Dispatcher centre with remote grid control

= 24/7 monitoring and operation of the gas 
transmission grid.

At the end of 2005 the Geoplin plinovodi workforce 
counted 143 employees including 40 percent with 
college or university degrees.

The Slovenian gas network is a vital part of the 
international natural gas transmission routes. The 
company is actively involved in the International Gas 
Union (IGU), Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE) and other 
international organisations and associations.

Geoplin plinovodi Company Profi le
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Balance Sheet

Balance as at 31 December 2005 amounted to SIT 29.98 billion. The reported increase in fi xed assets is primarily 
the result of the transfer of assets from the parent company in the beginning of 2005. In addition, SIT 2.42 billion 
were invested in intangible fi xed assets and tangible fi xed assets in 2005, slightly exceeding the cost of depreciation 
and amortisation.

The increase in current assets is due to the purchase of inventories of materials and spare parts, and the natural 
gas in the pipeline from the parent company, and in particular to the increase in short-term investments. The latter 
increased by the amount of cash funds provided by the parent company for the purpose of long-term provisions and 
current operating activities; in addition, they increased by the amount of accounts payable from operating activities. 
Short-term investments also increased by the amount of available funds from ordinary activities and represent 13.3 % 
in the asset structure.

Following additional capitalisation, capital increased by 8.3 % since the beginning of the year on account of 
the surplus created in the accounting period. In line with legislative provisions, 5 % of the net profi t made was 
transferred to legal reserves.

Geoplin plinovodi 

Financial Report 

2005
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2005   SIT in thousands

Balance as at 
31. 12. 2005

Balance as at 
31. 12. 2004

ASSETS 29,981,715 101,599 

 A. Fixed assets 24,339,103 0

 I.  Intangible fi xed assets 1,562,599 0

     3. Investment property 1,562,599 0

 II. Tangible fi xed assets 22,776,504  0

     1. Land and buildings 17,635,965 0

      a. Land 648,549 0

      b. Buildings and other real estate 16,987,416  0

     3. Other plant and equipment 4,008,633   0

     4. Fixed assets in the process of being acquired 1,131,906 0  

      b. Tangible fi xed assets under construction 1,131,906 0

 III. Long-term investments 0 0 

 B. Current assets 5,636,578 101,599

 I.  Inventories 481,260 0

     1. Materials and spare parts 336,159 0

     3. Merchandise 145,101 0

 II.  Operating receivables 1,168,941 409

     a. Long-term operating receivables 54,735 0

      4. Long-term operating receivables from other entities 54,735  0

     b. Short-term operating receivables 1,114,206 409

      1.  Short-term operating receivables from customers except II.b.2. and II.b.3. 3,378  0

      2. Short-term operating receivables to entities in the Group except associate entities 969,019 0

      4. Short-term operating receivables from other entities 141,809 409

 III. Short-term investments 3,985,212 100,000

     4. Short-term investments – other entities 3,985,212 100,000

 IV. Cash in banks, cheques, cash in hand 1,165 1,190

 C.  Deferred costs (expenses) and accrued revenues 6,034 0

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 29,981,715 101,599

 A.  Capital 27,738,560 101,192

 I.   Issued capital 23,660,565 100,000

     1. Share capital 23,660,565 100,000

 II.  Capital reserves 1,953,429  0

 III. Reserves from surplus 106,229 60

     1. Legal reserves 106,229 60

 IV. Net profi t/loss from previous periods 1,132  0

 V.  Net profi t/loss for the period 2,017,205 1,132

 B.  Provisions 598,511 0

 3. Other provisions 598,511 0

 C.  Financial and operating liabilities 1,644,644 407

 b. Current fi nancial and operating liabilities 1,644,644 407

  4. Current operating liabilities to suppliers (except C.b.6. and C.b.7.) 825,951 0

  6. Current operating liabilities to entities in the Group except associate entities 83,092 0

  8. Current fi nancial and operating liabilities to other entities 735,601 407

 D. Accrued costs (expenses) and deferred revenues 0 0
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Income Statement

In 2005 the company posted a net profi t of SIT 2.12 billion, which is equivalent to 26.7 % of net sales revenue.  The 
profi t was almost entirely derived from ordinary activities i.e. 95.7 % from operations and 4.3 % from fi nancing 
activities.

99 % of operating income was derived from access charges to the transmission grid, access charges to the 
transmission grid from one transmission grid to another, and the offsetting of daily supply/delivery volume 
differences and the balancing of the transmission grid. The balance represents the income from the sales of 
materials and provision of other services in the course of ordinary business activities, and reversed provisions.

Operating expenses including the expense adjustment for the formation of an additional long-term provision amount 
to approximately 69 % of operating income. Expenses include the cost of purchase of natural gas for the balancing 
of differences in daily volumes, cost of materials and services (primarily the cost of consumption of natural gas for 
the operation of the compressor station and metering-regulation stations), and the cost of maintenance of the gas 
network, labour cost, depreciation and amortisation, and other operating expenses.

The company’s fi nancing activities generated a net surplus of SIT 113.3 million, mainly as a result of interest income 
from fi nancial investments..
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INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD 1. 1. – 31. 12. 2005 SIT in thousands

2005 2004

1. Revenue 7,959,695 0

2. Cost of goods sold 390,499 0

3.  GROSS OPERATING YIELD 1-2 7,569,196 0

4. Cost of sales and operation 5,135,270 1,019

 a. Ordinary cost of sales and operation 5,130,318 1,019

 b. Operating expenses from revaluation of intangible fi xed assets and tangible fi xed assets 4,866 0 

 c. Operating expenses from revaluation of current assets 86  0

6. Other operating income (incl. operating income from revaluation) 68,467 0

9. Financial income from short-term receivables 116,633 2,576

 c. Other fi nancial income from interest and short-term receivables 
              (incl. fi nancial income from revaluation) 116,633 2,576

11. Financial expenses arising from interest payable and other liabilities 3,301 19

 c. Other fi nancial expenses arising from interest payable and other liabilities 3,301 19

13. OPERATING PROFIT 3-4+6+9-11 2,615,725 1,538

14. Extraordinary income 532 0

15. Extraordinary expenses 97 0

 a. Extraordinary expenses excl. capital revaluation adjustment 97 0

16. PROFIT/LOSS FROM EXTRAORDINARY ACTIVITIES 14-15 435 0

17. Income tax 547,521 346

18. Deferred taxes -54,735 0

19. NET PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE PERIOD 13+16-17-18 2,123,374 1,192 

 Operating profi t/loss                        3-4+6 2,502,393 -1,019

 Profi t/loss from ordinary activities  3-4+6+9-11 2,615,725 1,538

 Profi t before tax                                 3-4+6+9-11+14-15 2,616,160 1,538

20. Net profi t from previous periods 1,132 0

21. Reversal of capital reserves  

22. Reversal of other reserves from surplus  

23. Increase (additional formation) of reserves from surplus 106,169 60 

24. NET DISTRIBUTABLE PROFIT  19+20+21+22-23 2,018,337 1,132
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Geoplin plinovodi,

Družba za upravljanje s prenosnim omrežjem, d.o.o.

Cesta Ljubljanske brigade 11

p.p. 3720, Si-1001 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Telephone: +386 1 5820 700

Facsimile: +386 1 5820 701

www.geoplin-plinovodi.si
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